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Called casseroles in most parts of the country, the Minnesota hot dish really does come in more

varieties than noodles, tuna and crushed potato chips. This best-selling cookbook will teach anyone

how to master the one-dish-complete-meal system.
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I love the recipes in this book. They are all easy and use common ingredients. There are tons of

good ideas in here. It's not just for Minnesotans either, anyone would like these recipes. I originally

picked this up from my local state park and the attendant there had purchased it also. She told me

she loved it as well. I then came to  to pick this up for a pregnant friend since I knew the recipes

were easy to make.

This cook book made me want to move to Minnesota - a beautiful state where my granddaughter is

now going to college. That fact spurred my interest in upper midwest cuisine but these recipes made

me want to go there and stay awhile! And eat a lot! A good collection I'd recommend to anyone still

making casseroles.Carol

Chicken, beef, pork, seafood, eggs and desserts, this book is full of wonderful recipes. Easy to

follow, with ingredients that are found in most cupboards. I found the chicken recipes I wanted, and

was so easy to fix.

This book has some of the most excellant hot dish recipes. I have really enjoyed experimenting with



them. The deserts are screeming! Great recipes to take to pot lucks. Check it out!

I was born and raised in MN and was thrilled when I found this cookbook on , now I wish I had never

ordered it! The recipes I have made so far have been a HUGE disappointment, and will never be

made again. After reading other reviews, I expected so much more from this book!

This is one of the best cook books I own!!!!!! It has so many choices for meats and recipes. I am

becoming the hotdish queen because of this cook book!!!

This cook book has recipes that are easy to follow, with ingredients that are readily available. I like

the chicken section very much.

have made many of the dishes ...all I have tried were good to excellent..A handy book to have, and I

have used it often.
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